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Anderson: The Impact of the First Preaching in Ohio

the

impact of the first
preaching in ohio
RICHARD LLOYD ANDERSON

specific plans to preach the restored gospel in the west matured during the second conference after church organization
held late september 1830 members gathered near waterloo
new york to transact business for an essentially new york
church of fewer than a hundred members even before the
conference assembled at the whitmer home in fayette township a revelation was given to the second elder regarding
a proposed mission to indian territory just west of missouri

thou

Lama nites and it
shalt take thy journey among the lamanites
shall be given thee from the time that thou shalt go until
the time that thou shalt return what thou shall
shait
shail
shalt do and thou
must open thy mouth at all times declaring my gospel with
the sound of rejoicing
1

during the conference a revelation formally designated peter
whitmer jr as junior companion to oliver cowdery in this
mission 2 oliver cowdery was then mormonism s most eloquent
spokesman standing next to joseph smith in church government and in prominence as a witness of the early visions the
importance of the western mission is evident from the fact that
he headed it
this conference set significant precedents for church administration however the missionary theme was prominent
during its three days duration the official minutes not only
give the date of convening as sept 26 1830 but also sum
professor of history and religion at brigham young university
Un hersity dr anderson
holds degrees in the fields of law greek and ancient history and has concent rated his research on new testament and pre
p re 1844 LDS history
centrated
book of commandments 30 also d&c
28 the mission was inspired by
dac
book of mormon promises to the indian descendants of its lamanite race
obook
2book
ook of commandments 32 also dac 30
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marize what was probably the first missionary farewell in LDS
history
singing and prayer in behalf of brother oliver
cowdery and peter whitmer jr who were previously appointed to go to the Lama
nites 1 I3
lamanites
two companions were soon added ziba peterson and the
dynamic parley P pratt neither of whom are mentioned in
the september conference minutes pratt had been converted by
reading the book of mormon and talking at length with
hyrum smith and other book of mormon witnesses after
oliver cowdery baptized him about the first of september
AD 1830 parley P pratt then travelled some 200 miles east
to columbia county new york where he baptized his brother
orson on september 19 and soon left to return to church
headquarters 4 pratt later recalled details
returning to western new york the same autumn 1I saw for
the first time joseph smith the prophet at his fathers house
in manchester heard him preach and preached in his house at
the close of which meeting we baptized seven persons after
this he inquired of the lord and received a revelation appointing me a mission to the west in company with oliver
cowdery peter whitmer jr and ziba peterson we started
this mission in october 1830 5

first printing of the revelation calling pratt and peterson confirms the october 1830 date and promises 1 I myself
will go with them and be in their midst and I1 am their advocate with the father and nothing shall prevail 6 such words
do not overstate the power of their preaching in ohio the
october departure appears in another source peter whitmer s
unsophisticated but tersely eloquent survey of their mission
the word of the lord came unto me by the prophet joseph
smith on the tenth month saying peter thou shalt go with
nites we started on the same
thy brother oliver to the Lama
lamanites
7
month to the west
outfitting
out fitting these men for their long journey the women
in outwitting
of the church played an un publicized role joseph smith men

the

far west record typescript

history of parley P pratt

p 2

deseret news may 19 1858 for orson
pratt s recollection of his brother s visit and his baptismal date orson s birthday see history of orson pratt deseret news june 2 1858
history of parley P pratt deseret news may 19 1858

tl&c
d&c
dac
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dac

present ed
journal of peter whitmer jr the quoted revelation paraphrases both the
september and october revelations referring to him
54

also
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tioned that preparations were made for the journey of the
tinned
brethren his mother was more specific
As soon as this revelation was received emma smith and
several other sisters began to make arrangements to furnish
those who were set apart for this mission with the necessary
clothing which was no easy task as the most of it had to be
manufactured out of the raw material emma s health at this
time was quite delicate yet she did not favor herself on this
account but whatever her hands found to do she did with
her might until she went so far beyond her strength that she
brought upon herself a heavy fit of sickness which lasted
four weeks
8

loved ones were left behind thankful halsey pratt lived in
the peter whitmer sr household while her husband filled his
missionary call
pratt s autobiography sets departure as late in october 9
this harmonizes with a remarkable document from an unusual
source the methodist preacher ezra booth was converted after
the first missionaries left ohio in his short career as a skeptical
mormon he gathered information to expose the church his
inside story was printed in the ohio star during the last three
months of 1831 and principally contained his many complaints
and doubts concerning his mission to missouri earlier that year
the source is filled with hearsay and sarcastic narrative a
technique certain to distort history however the booth letters
are the first printed source for the revelations of joseph smith
mostly reproduced in short extracts booth obviously could quote
documents without eroding them with his acrid bias his quotations are generally accurate particularly the fairly long revelation calling oliver cowdery on the lamanite mission 10 revelations were circulated in private copies before the first printed
edition in 1833 joseph smith recalled one presented to the
a copy of the revelation was given
western missionaries
them
since booth responsibly copied the oliver cowdery
revelation an associated document very probably originated
lucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith liverpool 1853 p
169 minor editorial modifications are made in this quotation and others in the

article restricted to spelling capitalization and punctuation
autobiography of parley parker pratt
parley P pratt jr ed

york 1874

new

p 49

book of commandments 30 nac
dac 28 seaons
seaous
Sea
ons vol 4 1843
ous
seafons
seafous
history of joseph smith times and Se
p 172
afons
also joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
p 120
ad2d ed salt lake city 1964
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from a manuscript source it is a covenant of cooperation
among the four missionaries filled with faith and humility
in the face of their challenging task
manchester oct 17 1830

oliver being commanded of the lord god to go forth
unto the Lamanites
lamanites to proclaim glad tidings of great joy
1I

falness of the gospel
unto them by presenting unto them the fulness
of the only begotten son of god and also to rear up a
pillar as a witness where the temple of god shall be built in
the glorious new jerusalem and having certain brothers with
me who are called of god to assist me whose names are
parley peter and ziba do therefore most solemnly covenant
before god that 1I will walk humbly before him and do this
business and this glorious work according as he shall direct
me by the holy ghost ever praying for mine and their
prosperity and deliverance from bonds and from imprisonments and whatsoever may befall us with all patience and
faith amen
OLIVER COWDERY

we the undersigner
undersigned
under signed

being called and commanded of the
lord god to accompany our brother oliver cowdery to go
Lamanites and to assist in the above mentioned glorious
to the lamanites
work and business we do therefore most solemnly covenant
in this thing by
before god that we will assist him faithfully inthis
giving heed unto all his words and advice which are or
shall be given him by the spirit of truth ever praying with all
prayer and supplication for our and his prosperity and our
deliverance from bonds and imprisonments and whatsoever
may come upon us with all patience and faith amen

signed in presence of
JOSEPH SMITH jr
DAVID WHITMER

P P PRATT
ZIBA PETERSON
12
PETER WHITMER
whitmer12

paul like the four missionaries walked eighty miles west to
buffalo where they spoke to an indian group about the book
of mormon as a record of their ancestors and left copies with
those who could read but the most dramatic scene of the
mission opened 200 miles further west near cleveland ohio
parley P pratt earlier had been converted to the disciples
movement when the noted sidney rigdon had come into pratt s
letter of ezra booth to rev ira eddy nov 24 1831 nelson ohio cit
ohio star ravenna dec 8 1831 the bracketed are is an editorial replace-

ment of is
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neighborhood west of cleveland lorain co in 1829 now
the tables were turned as pratt sought out sidney rigdon with
a more thorough
restorationism
going res
thoroughgoing
torationism than rigdon had once
presented pratt the mormon elders arrived in rigdon s locality
to declare new revelations and the recreation of the spiritual
unshrined as a dead letter in the bible rigdon and
power enshrined
scores of careful bible readers were affected 133
in a few short weeks the restored church of christ had as
many members in ohio as in new york the earliest sources
agree on the number of conversions the short journal of
eyewitness peter whitmer jr was written in 1831 and summarizes the ohio phase of the mission there we declared the
fulness
falness of the gospel and had much success we baptized 130
members written the same year the opening lines of john
whitmer s history are similar

they journeyed

as far west as the state of

ohio and through

the divine influences of the holy spirit by the assistance of
the lord they built a branch of the church in geauga
geaugh county
state of ohio which consisted of about 130 members

the most spectacular

conversion was sidney rigdon and no
source captures his recollections more authentically than the
written and published while
history of joseph smith
rigdon was available for consultation and criticism 15 there
were searching expectations in the circles about sidney rigdon but his was the first house at which they called the
noted preacher was polite but very much prejudiced to hear
that the book of mormon was an additional revelation to the
bible pressed in discussion the seasoned minister declined to
and will enargue but promised 1 I will read your book
deavor to ascertain whether it be a revelation from god or not
for rigdon s pre mormon convictions of restorationism see A
early history of the disciples in the western reserve cincinnati
13

hayden
pp
ap
1875
conversion of sidney rigdon
S

209 10 and also F mark mckiernan the
191
19155 20910
ft
to mormonism dialogue vol 5 1970 71 ff
the book of john whitmer ms p 1 the same figure was given in the
evening and the morning star april 1833 a newspaper of which oliver
cowdery was co
editor see n 71 infra lyman wight s journal discussed later
coeditor
in the article also gives 130 members see n 37 infra pratt s autobiography
p 50 gives the number of baptisms as 127 souls jphn whitmer s location of
geaugh county was correct at the time he wrote though it is now
kirtland in geauga
in lake county
cf the prefacing remark to the very detailed biography and conversion
account because of irresponsible beliefs about rigdon a correct account of his
life will be given from authentic sources the most accessible authentic source
was rigdon himself times and seasons vol 4 1843 p 172
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fortnight the missionaries returned occasio
casionally
nally to find an earnest searcher reading the book of
mormon meditating on the things he heard and read and
also praying to the lord for direction finally convinced he
counted the cost which was considerable and fearlessly submitted to baptism 16
of parley P pratt s statements recounting this notable conversion the most specific supplements the rigdon history just
summarized

during the next

about the lyth of oct 1830

took my journey in company
with elder 0 cowdery and peter whitmer to ohio we
called on elder S rigdon and then for the first time his eyes
beheld the book of mormon 1I myself had the happiness to
present it to him in person he was much surprised and it
was with much persuasion and argument that he was prevailed on to read it and after he had read it he had a
great struggle of mind before lie fully believed and embraced
it 17
1I

in later life the conversion force was still powerful in the
mind of a man who had known more than his share of disillusionment president A W cowles of elmira college visited
sidney rigdon in 1868 and soon after reported the interview
though with the condescending style of the religious journalist
the former mormon leader remembered receiving the book of
mormon and his impressions on investigating it
rigdon solemnly affirms that this was his first personal
cormons
Mormons after a few days
knowledge of joe smith and the mormons
cowdery returned and held a long interview with rigdon
rigdon had read a considerable portion of the book he ques-

tioned cowdery about smith and found that he was entirely
illiterate rigdon expressed the utmost amazement that such
a man should write a book which seemed to shed a flood of
light on all the old scriptures open all their profoundest
mysteries and give them perfect consistency and complete
system in his fresh enthusiasm he exclaimed that if god ever
gave a revelation surely this must be divine 18

rigdon s respect for the book of mormon message is confirmed by family traditions from his son john W rigdon
when informed that joseph smith was a young man with
ap 122125
122 125
pp
ap 28990
289 90 also smith history of the church vol 1 pp
parley P pratt mormonism unveiled new york 1838 p 41
cormons
Mor mons moores rural new yorker jan 23
A W cowles
the mormons
1869 p 61 entirely illiterate is likely cowles phraseology not rigdon s
1lbid
ibid

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol11/iss4/9
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hardly a common school education the well read minister
replied if that is all the education he has got he never wrote
this book 19 other issues besides the message of the book of
mormon are prominent in sidney rigdon s conversion apparent from a detailed contemporary account published in early
1831 over the initials MSC the author was probably matthew
S clapp a young and capable convert of sidney rigdon to the
disciples movement in mentor the article reveals the mentor
21
congregation s experience in the conversion of their pastor 20
here the testimony of the book of mormon witnesses is
stressed for the missionaries related the manner in which
they obtained faith
through prayer and an angel was
shown unto them an apparent reference to oliver cowdery s
vision 21 beyond the book of mormon another great issue was
the source of authority to teach and baptize MSC relates
rebaptizing
that the missionaries insisted upon re
baptizing their converts
and after seventeen persons were immersed by them in one
night the missionaries came next day to his house to find a
much displeased sidney rigdon negative because he had already immersed his followers in a covenant of remission of
sins 22 pratt recalled the resolution of the problem
at length mr rigdon and many others became convinced
11

that they had no authority to minister in the ordinances of
god and that they had not been legally baptized and
ordained they therefore came forward and were baptized
by us and received the gift of the holy ghost by the laying
23
21
st
on of hands and prayer in the name of jesus christ
chri

the

conversion of sidney rigdon rested upon the double

john W rigdon lecture on the early history of the mormon church ms
at the LDS historian s office cf the similar lecture notes held by the rigdon
family and published by karl keller dialogue A journal of mormon thought
41 2
ap 412
vol 1 1966 p 24 cf pp
orson hyde mistakes the middle initial but identifies locality in writing
of the year 1829 when he returned to mentor and spent one season with a
young man by the name of matthew J clapp at his father s house where the
history of orson hyde deseret news may 5
public library was kept
sidney rigdon and orris clapp matthew s father were neighbors ac1858.
1858

cording to the 1830 census for the education and religious zeal of young
clapp see hayden early history of the disciples pp
ap 195
193 195 197 fff
gainesville
painesville
painesiille
ville telegraph feb 15 1831 this article is the
mormonism Paines
source behind E D howe s account in mormonism unveiled and also the main
source for hayden s account in early history of the disciples A convenient
copy of the MSC source is in francis W kirkham s valuable new witness
for christ in america vol 2 rev ed salt lake city 1959 p 80 ff other
articles cited are at p 41 ff
22
painesrille
painestille
estIlle
Paines
rille telegraph feb 15 1831
Pain
pratt autobiography p 50
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thrust of new revelation and restored authority a combination
quite evident in the contemporary newspaper reports for inpainesville
Paines ville telegraph story of the mission
stance the first gainesville
specifically named cowdray and his teaching
about two weeks since

some persons came along here with
one of whom pretends to have seen

the book of mormon
angels and assisted in translating the plates he proclaims
destruction upon the world within a few years holds forth
that the ordinances of the gospel have not been regularly administered since the days of the apostles till the said smith
and himself commenced the work
in the neighboring
township of kirtland we understand that twenty or thirty
have been immersed into the new order of things many of
whom had been previously baptized 21

at their

first interview the missionaries had requested rigdon s permission to speak to the mentor church the open
minded leader agreed with the following result

the

appointment was accordingly published and a large and
respectable congregation assembled oliver cowdery and parley P pratt severally addressed the meeting at the conclusion elder rigdon arose and stated to the congregation that
the information they had that evening received was of an excharacter and certainly demanded their most seritra
traordinary
seri
serl
would exhort his brethren
ous consideration
give the matter a careful investigation and not turn
to
against it without being fully convinced of its being an imposition lest they should possibly resist the truth 25

he

the

mentor congregation had been created under the
leadership of rigdon whose vigorous views of the restoration
of the primitive gifts went beyond campbellite concepts john
murdock brother in law of the clapps in the mentor congregation shared these views A campbellite minister living near
Warrens ville southwest of kirtland he heard of rigdon s
warrensville
investigation and other mormon conversions as he was on his
way to fill a sunday preaching appointment an initial angry
reaction turned to curiosity and by the following thursday he
traveled 20 miles to kirtland to hear the new message for himself pratt s autobiography mentions the general excitement in
kirtland and in all the region round about at the news of the
gainesville
painesville
ville telegraph nov 16 1830
Paines
ap 28990
289 90 also smith history of the
times and seasons vol 4 1843 pp
church vol 1 p 124

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol11/iss4/9
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book of mormon and revelations surrounding its origin the
thronger us night and day insomuch that we had no
people thronged
time for rest or retirement some came for curiosity some to
21
obey the gospel and some to dispute or resist it 26
murdock s
more detailed autobiography portrays these situations constant
news about the new preachers his own journey to kirtland
mormons determined to keep him from
with opponents of the cormons
reaching kirtland or dissuading his interest when there and
the intense day and night conversations with the missionaries
john murdock already believed in the literal restoration of
primitive christianity so the essential question was whether the
mormon missionaries were im
posters or authentic servants of
impostors
imposters

god
1I said if it be so their walk will agree with their profession
and the holy ghost will attend their ministration of the
ordinances and the book of mormon will contain the same
I1 did not ask a sign of
plan of salvation as the bible
them by working a miracle
for I1 did not believe that the
spirit would attend their ministration if the book of mormon
was not true neither if they were not sent forth of god

murdock remembered that night as the first confirmation
meeting that was held in ohio 28 although he did not attend
he carefully questioned a half dozen who had been confirmed
1 I found their testimony agreed on the subject that there was a
manifestation of the spirit attended the ministration of the ordi29
21
in the meantime he formed a
nance of laying on hands
first impression of the motives of oliver cowdery and a
campbellite opposer

and 1I watched the spirit of each

one of them in their conversation and 1I found that goodwell bore down with warmth
whereas cowdery wished not for contention and endeavored
to evade controversy 30

while the confirmation meeting was held murdock read the
book of mormon when the group returned the spirit of the
131
31
lord rested on me witnessing to me of the truth of the work 231
pratt
john
21ibid
ibid
ibid
ibid
ibid
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the

next morning he requested baptism which was performed
by parley P pratt in the chagrin river

and the spirit of the lord

sensibly attended the ministration
and I1 came out of the water rejoicing and singing praises to
god and the lamb an impression sensibly rested on my mind
that cannot by me be forgotten
this was the third time
that I1 had been immersed but 1I never before felt the
authority of the ordinance but 1I felt it this time and
felt as though my sins were forgiven 1I continued with the
brethren till sunday at which time they preached in mayfield
and baptized a number and on sunday evening they confirmed about thirty I1 was one of the number

murdock gave the date of his baptism as nov 5 so the
mayfield meeting just mentioned was sunday nov 7 and levi
hancock was probably there single and twenty seven years of
age he heard the news of the four men with the revealed book
from his brother who mentioned a sunday meeting and reported their practise of baptizing and bestowing the holy ghost

at these last words

I gathered faith and there seemed to fall
on me something pleasant and delightful it seemed like a
wash of something warm took me in the face and ran over
my body which gave me that feeling 1I cannot describe the
first word 1I said was it is the truth 1I feel it 1I will go
1

and hear for myself tomorrow

33

hancock accompanied his family to mayfield taking his mother on the horse behind him A crowd assembled there at the jackson home

the next morning

got in the chamber where there had been a few boards
pulled up which had been laid down loose before to give
the spectators a fair chance to hearing in the chamber I1 took
a seat beside a lawyer by the name of card he sat with his
pencil and paper and commenced to scribble as the speaker
arose and began to talk
I1

parley P pratt who told of christ s ministry in the book of mormon and afterwards stressed that
there must be something sent from god in order to prepare
the people for the glorious reign of christ 34 sidney rigdon

this first speaker was

ibid
bid

p 16
23
ap p 25
clara E H lloyd ed journal of levi TV hancock nd np
since hancock describes further preaching at mayfield nov 7 is the sunday
that best fits the circumstances of his journal
331
131
121
121bid

ibid

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol11/iss4/9
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spoke next apparently prior to his baptism for he expressed
advis edthe
advisedthe
the people not
doubt that he should preach again and advised
to contend against what they had heard the final speaker
was undoubtedly oliver cowdery

there arose another young man whose countenance bespoke

a spirit of peace and love

he said

he had been an eye witness
to the things declared and the book reported to be a revelation
was truth however strange it may appear to the people 15

levi hancock s father and sister were baptized that day and
the first of the week levi followed the missionaries to kirtland
pratt s autobiography
and requested baptism of parley P pratt prate
recalls that meetings were convened in different neighborhoods and the hancock record illustrates this he returned to
mayfield with oliver cowdery s promise to follow hancock
and lyman wight spoke there on one evening followed the
next day by cowdery peterson and whitmer they held meetings and baptized some and in the evening they confirmed
3
many members in the church 36
at this time lyman wight was in the midst of his own
investigation of the mormon claims and his story illustrates
how fully prepared for conversion a number in his circle were
filled with a desire to comply strictly with the early christian
order wight isaac morley and others had entered into a
covenant to hold all things common
in conformity to this covenant I1 moved the next february
1830
18301 to kirtland into the house with bro morley we
1850
commenced our labors together with great peace and union
we were soon joined by eight other families our labors were
united both in farming and mechanism all of which was
prosecuted with great vigor we truly began to feel as if the
millennium was close at hand
millenium

about the beginning of november wight had been appointed to move seven miles from kirtland to mayfield and
take charge of five families who would become a branch of this
society
ibid p 24
ibid
journal of lyman wight cit by the careful historian grandson heman C
smith history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
independence mo 1951 reprint vol 1 p 153
155 competent RLDS historians
think that the original has perished the passage also mentions titus billings
as making the covenant though the 1830 census places him in mentor not
kirtland wight and morley both appear in kirtland on this census
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had my goods about half loaded there came along
four men namely P pratt 0 cowdery P whitmer and
ziba peterson and brought with them the book of mormon
which they wished to introduce to us 1I desired they would
hold on till 1I got away as my business was of vital importance and 1I did not wish to be troubled with romances nor
idle speculations but nothing daunted they were not to be
put off but were as good natured as you please curiosity got
uppermost and 1I concluded to stop for a short time we
called meeting and one testified that he had seen angels
and another that he had seen the plates and that the gifts
were back in the church again etc the meeting became so
interesting withal that I1 did not get away till the sun was
about an hour high at night and it was dark before I1 arrived
at my new home 38

when

1I

with pressing duties wight dismissed the episode by assuming
that the missionaries would immediately travel on to missouri
As discussed however they followed him to his new home of
mayfield wight despaired of giving full details of the elders
stay on the western reserve but summarized 1 I shall therefore content myself by saying that they brought the book of
mormon to bear upon us and the whole of the common stock
31
family was baptized 39
the four missionaries were not the only ones who brought
the book of mormon to bear after his conversion trip to kirtland and mayfield john murdock returned to his home
orange township to ignite interest in a new area
endeavored to bear testimony to my neighbors whom 1I met
by the way but they would not believe at length 1I arrived
home my family gladly received me and my words thank
the lord and my wife and brother covey both believed the
book of mormon for 1I brought it home with me and read it
to them and 1I was filled with the spirit as 1I read at length
the first day of the next week arrived and the new york
Warrens ville four miles west of my
brethren held meeting in warrensville
house and 1I bore testimony to the truth my wife brother
covey and three others were baptized brother ziba peterson
held meeting in my house the evening before and 1I bore testimony to my neighbors 40
1I

speculators of the second sentence has been replaced with the
speculations of the printing of this extract in the saints herald vol 29
1882 p 192 the history printing has been followed in retaining withal in
the last sentence
acciibid of the was probably accurately transcribed in the history and acci
dentally deleted in the saints herald version
murdock journal p 17

ibid
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kirtland was base of operations for the new york missionaries after their initial contact with rigdon at mentor As
wight indicated kirtland was headquarters for isaac morley s
family which attempted to live the early christian economic
order those who already believed in the experiences and programs of the book of acts were obviously ripe for a restored
gospel through the new testament they knew vividly of
eyewitnesses of revelation of religious leaders called by god
and authorized by the laying on of hands of baptism by immersion for the remission of sins and of the laying on of hands
for the gift of the holy ghost neglected by even christian
restorationists the rigdon oriented official history gives an
overview of the success with the kirtland family
regdon s at the town of
rigdon
about two miles from elder rlgdon
kirtland were a number of the members of his church who
to which place
lived together and had all things common
they immediately repaired and proclaimed the gospel to
them with some considerable success for their testimony was
received by many of the people and seventeen came forward
in obedience to the gospel

this number

corresponds to the seventeen baptisms that
MSC claimed had at first offended rigdon in fact by nov
gainesville
painesville
painesvhle
ville telegraph editor had heard of twenty or
16 the Paines
12
thirty baptisms at kirtland 42
rigdon s influence and presence was significant at kirtland
in the fortnight of his investigation As a matter of fact he
was baptized there about nov 15 and his public profession at
kirtland touched many MSC set his baptism on a monday
and reported the surrounding events with a tone of irony
monday following he was baptized on the morning of
the preceding day he had an appointment to preach in the
methodist chapel at kirtland he arose to address the congregation apparently much affected and deeply impressed
gregation
he seemed exceedingly humble confessed the sins of his
former life his great pride ambition vainglory etc etc
after he was baptized he professed to be exceedingly joyful
and said he would not be where he was three days ago for
the universe 43

the

times and seasons vol 4 1843 p 290 also smith history of the
church vol 1 p 124 two miles made more open in the history might be
ng townships may be meant not villages
adjoining
accurate Adjoin
painesville
Paines ville telegraph nov 16 1830
the golden bible gainesville
MSC seems to eclipse rigdon s investigation into a week but may be
2

quite correct in setting a monday baptism which fits into pratt
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parley P pratt evidently describes the same sermon in giving
sidney
other details of si
dney rigdon s baptism

and when finally

convinced of its truth he called together a
large congregation of his friends neighbors and brethren
and then addressed them very affectionately for near two
hours during most of which time both himself and nearly
all the congregation were melted into tears he asked forgiveness of everybody who might have had occasion to be offended with any part of his former life he forgave all who
had persecuted or injured him in any manner and the next
morning himself and wife were baptized by elder 0
cowdery 1I was present it was a solemn scene most of the
people were greatly affected they came out of the water
overwhelmed in tears 44

the

firstfruits
firstfmits
first
fruits in ohio were by no means confined to the
rigdon circle of disciples an example of an outsider to these
connections is philo dibble newly married and 24 who had
recently settled on land five miles east of kirtland by way of
ridicule he was told that four men had come to kirtland with
a golden bible and one of them had seen an angel dibble
did not feel inclined to make light of such a subject however
but thought that if angels had administered to the children of
men again 1I was glad of it 1I was afraid however it was not
true the next morning he and his wife drove the carriage to
hunt up those strange men in kirtland 45 since the missionaries were in mayfield that day dibble and his wife returned
official narrative of rigdon s conversion specifies conafter receiving the book of mormon and baptism shortly
18431
1843 p 290 also smith history of the
1845
afterward times and seasons vol 4 18451
church vol 1 p 125.
hernan C smith reported that his grandmother
125 in 1882 heman
told me a few days ago that she remembers
widow of lyman wight
distinctly that sidney rigdon was baptized the same day herself and husband
were but perhaps not by the same person as there were several baptizing at the
192 the wight journal sets
saints herald vol 29 1882 p 192.
same time
the date of baptism of the wights myself and family were baptized by P pratt
history
14th of november 1830 in chagrin river at kirtland ohio
on the l4th
lath
154 A monday baptism would make the
of the reorganized church vol 1 p 154.
actual date nov 15 and mrs wight s recollection very significant but off by one
day some personal histories imply a rigdon baptism very early in the short stay
of the missionaries but none of these are firsthand and are only reporting the
rumors that attended his first mormon investigations cf n 21 and B H
roberts comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
pp 231
235
saints salt lake city 1930 vol 1 ap
231235
44
pratt mormonism unveiled p 41 the quote is a direct continuation of
that cited in n 17 supra
431
451
philo dibble s narrative early scenes in church history salt lake city
p 75
1882
a two day sequence
viction a fortnight
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the next day accompanied by a neighboring family
the four new york missionaries

they met

I remained with them all day and became convinced that
they were sincere in their professions 1I asked oliver what
repentance consisted of and he replied forsaking sin and
yielding obedience to the gospel that evening he preached
at brother isaac morley s and bore his testimony to the administration of an angel at noonday he then dwelt upon the
subjects of repentance and baptism and the bestowal of the
holy ghost and promised that all who embraced these principles with honesty of heart should receive a testimony
1

the

meeting closed with dibble william cahoon and
three other persons standing in response to cowdery s invitation to indicate willingness for baptism against his wife s cautions philo dibble was baptized and describes his elation afterward
when

came out of the water 1I knew that 1I had been born
of water and of the spirit for my mind was illuminated with
the holy ghost 1I spent that evening at dr F G williams
while in bed that night 1I felt what appeared to be a hand
upon my left shoulder and a sensation like fibers of fire im1I was enveloped in a
mediately enveloped my body
coula not sleep for joy the next
heavenly influence and could
morning 1I started home a happy man
1I

dibble s conversion

beginning with oliver
cowdery s testimony and ending wth
ath a personal witness the
man whose name headed the testimony of three witnesses in
the book of mormon insisted on the reality of seeing angels in
his ohio preaching in 1830 evidenced by mormon and non
mormon alike including several newspaper articles reporting
the same thing if a supernatural experience is easy to allege
it is more difficult to give the personal impression of sincerity
1830 furnish the
the sources on cowdery s ohio preaching in 1850
means of measuring the man who claimed to have stood in the
presence of angels this book of mormon witness was no
fanatic but a man of firm and quiet assurance edward partridge was a mature businessman who was skeptical of the
claims of christian ministers when the four new york mission
is typical in

abid
1bid
ibid 756
75 6
b aptism
ibid 76 william F cahoon s published bzptism
1850 is
prism date oct 16 1830
ptism
an obvious error cf andrew jensen latter day saint biographical encyclopedia
vol 4 salt lake city 1936 p 687
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gainesville
aries called at his hatter s shop in painesville
Paines ville and presented the
book of mormon lydia partridge remembered the confrontation

he

told them he did not believe what they said but believed
im posters oliver cowdery said he was thankful
them to be imposters
impostors
there was a god in heaven who knew the hearts of all men
sent a man to follow
after the men were gone my husband
them and get one of their books 48

similarly the reception at the shaker community at north
union was cool but their iron willed leader nevertheless considered cowdery s deportment consistent with his claim ashbel
kitchell s journal noted that the missionaries caused a good
followed by their
deal of excitement in the kirtland area followed
visit of two nights and one day at the shaker community of

north union
a member of that society came to our house
to visit the believers his name was oliver cowdrey he
stated that he had been one who assisted in the translation of
the golden bible and had seen the angel and also had been
commissioned by him to go out and bear testimony that god
would destroy this generation by his request we gave liberty
for him to bear his testimony in our meeting but finding
he had nothing for us we treated him kindly and labored to
find out their manner of spirit he appeared meek and

late in the fall

mild

9

this

impression of cowdery is generally found in the records of the kirtland preaching john corrill shocked at the
effrontery of mormon claims and worried about the conversion
of his campbellite friends traveled thirty miles to challenge
the missionaries personally at mentor 1 I felt indignant and
extracts from lydia partridge s writings family history of edward
partri
dge jr p 5 this episode did not occur at kirtland since lydia partridge
partridge
says that the elders next went to kirtland to isaac morley s
partridge s
gainesville
residence at painesville
Paines ville is shown by his enumeration there on the 1830 census
painesville
advertisements in the gainesville
Paines ville telegraph during 1850
1830 for his business accounts
gainesville
Paines ville his aug 51
31 1833
and hat factory at painesville
1855 letter from independence
1853
1835
gainesville
mo
Paines ville two years ago last june 1I expected to have
when 1I left painesville
returned again to that place the same season
latter day saints messenger
and advocate vol I1 jan 1835
56 cf cowdery s comment in the same
1855 p 56.
gainesville
Paines ville p 65
issue that partridge formerly resided at painesville
63
journal of ashbel k1
ka tchell copied by henry C blinn held by the shaker
kitchell
museum old chatham new york A second copy exists made by elisha D
blakeman but in this cowdery incident the blinn copy seems superior I1 am
very grateful for the assistance of director robert F W meader who agrees
with the above judgment I1 have spelled cowdery s name as it apparently read in
the original assuming that the final y was not correctly copied by blinn
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sought an argument with oliver cowdery who refused 50 the
appraisals of several converts have already been mentioned
the blunt lyman wight sought to avoid hearing the new message but the missionaries were not to be put off but were as
good natured as you please john murdock observed an antagonist
tag onist bear down with warmth upon cowdery who wished
not for contention and endeavored to evade controversy levi
hancock reported that the speaker who had been an eye witness to the things declared was a young man whose countenance bespoke a spirit of peace and love
such experiences show clearly why philo dibble could
travel to kirtland to find out whether an angel had really appeared and conclude that the four missionaries were sincere
in their professions their conviction overshadowed a clear
lack of polish orson hyde was a young campbellite preacher
of some education and promise the elders traveled west from
the cleveland area to his station near elyria and he could not
easily dismiss their declarations
encountered them but perceiving that they were mostly
illiterate men and at the same time observing some examples
of superior wisdom and truth in their teaching 1I resolved to
read the famed golden bible as it was called
1I

mormons is clear
religious integrity of the first ohio cormons
irresponsible emotionalism does not characterize their beginnings on the western reserve excesses came later but these
were criticized by mormon leaders and also by the first converts
cormons had an imstudied here on the whole these pioneer mormons
pressive background of bible study lydia partridge probably
speaks for the majority of the 1830 converts 1 I was induced
to believe for the reason that 1I saw the gospel in its plainness
as it was taught in the new testament and 1I also knew that
none of the sects of the day taught those things 02 in her own
terms she had joined the campbellite church but she was in
reality a rigdonite
ite baptized by him and having faith in
Rigdon
missome form of modern revelation and spiritual gifts the mis
mls
sion
sionaries
aries brought not only the book of mormon but full faith
in the book of acts with the laying on of hands for the gift of

the

lattey
john corrill brief history of the church of christ of lartey
latter day saints
laner
st louis 1839 p 8
history of orson hyde deseret news may 5 1858
52
extracts history of edward partridge jr p 5
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the holy ghost and its accompanying spirituality spiritual outpourings which followed duplicated early christian experiences
these gifts were not automatic but came from intense inquiry in which reading the book of mormon was stressed
ashbel kitchell explained why oliver cowdery left seven
copies at the shaker community

this mormon

appeared to have full faith in their books that
whosoever would read them would feel so thoroughly convinced of the truth of what they contained that they would be
unable to resist and would finally be obliged to unite with
them he then thought it prudent to wait for us a while for
53
the leaven to work

in this case the challenge was rather weakly accepted the
seven copies of the book of mormon were distributed but
they were soon returned as not interesting enough to keep one
awake while reading 54 conversions through the book of mormon were of varied duration some knew immediately some in
weeks and some only after long months of considering orson
hyde obtained a book of mormon and read a portion of it
but came to the conclusion that it was all fiction after preaching against it he honestly assessed his lack of knowledge of the
book and moved to kirtland for serious investigation after
about three months of careful and prayerful investigation
mormons had more light
I1 came to the conclusion that the cormons
and a better spirit than their opponents 55
early ohio conversions that did not last are consistent with
those that have been examined A noted instance of semi con
version is illuminating in his first mormon meeting at mayfield levi hancock sat by the young lawyer card who was
taking notes apparently at a later sunday after rigdon s baptism and ordination varnum J card came to mayfield accompanied
compa nied by his friend john barr cowdery and rigdon spoke
afternoon
midafternoon
at a morning meeting and rigdon baptized in mid
in the midst of a moving service mr card suddenly seized
my arm and said take me away
card s face was pale
and his frame trembled as we walked away and mounted our
horses regaining his composure varnum card evaluated his
mr barr if you had riot
not
experience
liot been there 1I certainly
journal of kitchell copied by blinn
ibid
history of orson hyde deseret news may
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should have gone into the water he said the impulse was irresistible 56
john corrill investigated mormonism while oliver cowdery
and peter whitmer jr were first in kirtland and was baptized
some six weeks later disillusioned at the mormon persecu
perselu
eions
tions in missouri he left the church and wrote a careful appraisal of his LDS career his conversion contained both rational and spiritual elements on renouncing mormonism corrill explained away neither approach he had made very diligent inquiry concerning the origin of the book of mormon
and was certain that smith was the author
As to its being a revelation from god eleven persons besides
smith bore positive testimony of its truth after getting
acquainted with them 1I was unable to impeach their testimony

corrill attended a kirtland confirmation meeting in which he
sought to detect their hypocrisy with a jealous eye the
ordinances of the sacrament of the lord s supper and the laying
on of hands were followed by a testimony meeting in which
prophecy and speaking in tongues were prominent
watched closely
the meeting and
deception 1I was
that the meeting
agency
1I

and examined carefully every movement of
after exhausting all my powers to find the
obliged to acknowledge in my own mind
had been inspired by some supernatural

during the ensuing winter ezra booth and symonds ryder
were converted only to be de
deconverted
converted within a short time
ryder s attitude on leaving is known and booth s long exposeI1
as earlier discussed was printed they both lapsed because
of human qualities in a divine organization yet neither convincin
vincingly
gly dismisses the spirituality of their conversions booth
wrote

when

embraced mormonism 1I conscientiously believed it
to be of god the impressions of my mind were deep and
powerful and my feelings were exerted to a degree to which
1I

statement of john barr cit frederic G mather lippincotts
Lippin cotts magazine
vol 36 1880 pp
ap 2067
206 7 card s first name follows the spelling of the cleveland publications and the directory cleveland and ohio city for the years
1837
183788 cleveland 1837 in which both card and barr are listed as practising
practicing
prac tising
attorneys
17
corrill brief history p 11
ibid p 9
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I had been a stranger like a ghost it haunted me by night
and day until I1 was mysteriously hurried as it were by a
kind of necessity into the vortex of delusion 59
1

booth s friend ryder assessed the apparent integrity of those
who founded the new religion an issue that began for the
ohio converts with oliver cowdery and peter whitmer jr but
immediately included joseph smith himself almost three
decades later ryder recalled his first impressions
in the winter of 1831 joseph smith with others had an appointment in the south school house in hiram such was the
apparent piety sincerity and humility of the speakers that
immany of the hearers were greatly affected and thought it im
possible that such preachers should lie in wait to deceive co

the possibility

of deception dictated the countermission
counter mission of
sidney rigdon and edward partridge to the new york neighborhood of joseph smith MSC wrote contemporaneously
that rigdon left for new york about three weeks after his
baptism by then the four new york missionaries had resumed
their journey to missouri taking the kirtland convert frederick
G williams as an ordained companion and leaving the ohio
saints under the new elders sidney rigdon john murdock and
lyman wight in the words of lydia partridge at this time
my husband partly believed but he had to take a journey
61
to new york state and see the prophet
several sources
establish the trip as a fact finding mission john corrill perhaps
confuses personalities but gives his understanding of the visit s
purpose after rigdon had joined the church in kirtland he
was afraid that he had been deceived so he and edward partridge went to the state of new york to inquire further into
it 62 according to philo dibble partridge also went on behalf of several others A skeptical neighbor identified partridge
and his business we have sent a man down to york state to
find out the truth of this work and he is a man who will not
lie 63 john whitmer s contemporary history indicates the openhe being desirous to know the
ness of partridge s inquiries
11

letter of ezra booth to rev ira eddy sept 12 1831 nelson ohio cit
dt
ravenna ohio star oct 13 1831
letter of symonds ryder to A S hayden feb 1 1868 hiram ohio cit

hayden early history of the disciples p 220
extracts history of edward partridge jr p
corrill brief history p 17
dibble narrative early scenes p 77
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truth of these things but not having confidence enough to inquire at the hand of god therefore he sought testimony of
64
man and he obtained it
lucy mack smith recalled the
arrival of rigdon and partridge while a meeting was in progress at waterloo new york when joseph smith finished
speaking he extended an opportunity for spontaneous remarks
upon this mr partridge arose and stated that he had been to
manchester with the view of obtaining further information
respecting the doctrine which we preached but not finding
us he had made some inquiry of our neighbors concerning
our characters which they stated had been unimpeachable
until joseph deceived us relative to the book of mormon
maving heard that our veracity was not questioned upon
having
any other point than that of our religion he believed our
testimony and was ready to be baptized

partridge wrote a letter from new york disclosing his belief
and baptism to his nonmember
non member friends perhaps with dubious
results for it only caused philo dibble s neighbor to avoid
him 6 rigdon and partridge were back in ohio by feb 1 and
rigdon confirmed their findings

he

commenced a long detail of his researches after the
character of joseph smith he declared that even his enemies
had nothing to say against his character he had brought
a transcript from the docket of two magistrates where smith
had been tried as a disturber of the peace which testified
that he was honorably acquitted
17

the

above episode illustrates the continuing effect of the
preaching of the cowdery pratt mission in ohio for growth
was just beginning as they left the hundred converts on the
western reserve in november 1830 were a thousand by the
next summer the missionaries according to the contemporary
MSC had arrived about the last of october 68 on nogainesville
painesvihe
painesville
vember 16 the Paines
ville telegraph indicated that they had
come about two weeks since
and john murdock s autobiography pinpoints a report of the mentor preaching by oct
31 69 lyman wight remembered the missionaries coming to

the

book of john whitmer ms p 2
lucy mack smith biographical sketches p 170
dibble narrative early scenes p 77
gainesville
painesville
pamesville
ville telegraph feb 15 1831
Pames
MSC Paines
ibid
murdock s journal gives his baptism as nov 5 and reports his hearing of
the mormon elders on the previous sunday this was oct 31
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him at kirtland about the first of november 1770 an episode
following the first mentor preaching wight also thought that
they stayed seven weeks but this is inaccurate the two
or three weeks of pratt s autobiography is a corrective but
less than four weeks from cowdery corresponds better with
precise facts 771 the latest dates at which the new york elders
IS wight s conwere in the kirtland vicinity are november 18
firmation date
and november 20 wight s ordination as
elder 772 the missionaries immediately left for by november
26 a news story had been written regarding these deluded
mortals and the arrest of pratt near amherst some 50 miles
west of kirtland 73
in four action packed weeks missionaries of the restored
gospel had preached intensively in mentor kirtland and mayfield and they had held important meetings in north union
Warrens ville and paines
in cleveland s shaker heights warrensville
ville 774 they had saturated the kirtland area with their message
and testimony their newspaper valedictory reported that the
four persons
have proceeded on their mission to the inand accorded them a grudging tribute
dians

there

are rising of 100 in this and an adjoining county who

wight s journal cit history

of the

reorganized church p 153
cowdery was coeditor
co editor and presumably the source of Inform
information
atlon for this
historical summary in the evening and the morning star vol 1 april 1833
these first four having added one to
which summarized the ohio preaching
zed one hundred and
baptized
their number proceeded to the west after having bapti
thirty disciples in less than four weeks and ordained four of them elders
wight s journal cit history of the reorganized church p 154 after a
sunday meeting apparently held nov 14 at warrensville
Warrens ville john murdock relates
on monday morning the york brethren accompanied by F G williams a late
convert took leave of us and started for upper missouri
but the missionaries
appear to be in the midst of their ministry at kirtland on nov 14 and 15
judged by the data of wight and rigdon it is possible that nov 15 was simply
is more likely that murdock gives a
a farewell to the warrensville
Warrens ville area but it Is
wrong impression of meetings in his area on sunday nov 14 that in reality
these were on sunday nov 21 and that he is correct on the day of departure
as monday nov 22
painesville
on dec 14 1830 the gainesville
Paines ville telegraph copied this story from the
milan huron county ohio
free press in the form of a letter to the
editor dated amherst lorain county ohio nov 26 1830 cf n 75 infra
gainesville
Paines ville see
the missionaries personally contacted edward partridge at painesville
n 48 supra evidence of their public preaching there comes from a source to
be used with great care A B deming s melodramatic newspaper naked truths
about mormonism in jan 1888 an affidavit of may 6 1885 from KAE bell
was printed filled with hearsay the statement contains some personal experience
1 I attended the first mormon meeting pratt and cowdery held in painesville
gainesville
Paines ville
they told about prophet jo smith finding the gold plates and said they
gainesville
painesville
saw them bell might have confused kirtland with Paines
ville but ketchel E
gainesville
bell is enumerated in painesville
Paines ville on the 1830 census
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have embraced the ideas and assertions of joseph smith
many of them respectable for intelligence and piety

jr

although the missouri phase deserves to be fully narrated the
lamanite mission achieved its main success among those prepared for the message on the western reserve not among indian peoples where political and cultural conditions were not
yet ripe the ohio labors of oliver cowdery parley P pratt
and their companions doubled the membership of the church
and created a solid nucleus for rapid growth and a secure if
temporary gathering location one assesses the impact of four
men in four weeks with a certain awe the fields were ripe
and the hands of the harvesters sure the documents of the
rise of the church in new york do not furnish personal records that so visibly recreate the events and emotions of the first
yield in ohio more than any other segment of LDS history
early kirtland reveals why the restored gospel reached independent minds and induced powerful action in fact a study of
the conversions on the western reserve in 1850
1830 has more than
a little relevance for the spread of mormonism today

the
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